Quick Guide to Municipal Landfill Scrap Tire Storage and Collection
All Manitoba scrap tire generators are required to register with Tire Stewardship Manitoba
(TSM) to receive free collection services. Over 1300 registrants comprised of retailers,
municipalities and other commercial generators participate in the program and have agreed to
collect Manitoba scrap tires without point-of-collection fees and store them appropriately to
reduce fire and environmental hazards. In addition to the free collection provided to all
registered scrap tire generators, municipalities receive a fifty-cent per tire storage incentive for
accepting and storing scrap tires at their landfills.
Scrap tire generators, including municipalities, who do not register with TSM are responsible for
the full cost of collection and processing that is charged by the processor. These costs are
approximately $2,500 for an average semi-trailer load of scrap tires.
To be eligible for free scrap tire collection and the fifty-cent per tire incentive, municipalities
must follow TSM’s scrap tire storage and collection guidelines below and must not charge any
fees to registered commercial generators or Manitoba residents for scrap tires that are clean
and off-rims. TSM does not provide the 50-cent municipal incentive payment or pay haulers
for collection of material that does not comply with this guideline.
TSM SCRAP TIRE STORAGE AND COLLECTION GUIDELINES
To help facilitate the best scrap tire collection service possible:
1. Receive scrap tires clean and off-rims at no charge from TSM registered commercial generators
or Manitoba residents;
2. Do not bury or burn any scrap tires;
3. Discourage receiving any scrap tire material that does not meet guideline criteria (i.e. clean and
off-rims). To reduce the number of scrap tires that fail to meet storage and collection standards,
landfills may recover costs from the generators of non-eligible material and reach a commercial
agreement with a hauler for its collection;
4. Ensure the proper storage of scrap tires by,
a. Ensuring only scrap tires are stored in the area designated “SCRAP TIRES ONLY”
b. separating the piles of small to medium sized tires from the large (OTR) tires
c. have the tires clean and off the rims
d. stack tires in rows preferably
e. make scrap tires easily and readily accessible defined as the tires being stored in a
location that is free and clear of any obstructions and / or debris and allows the tires to
be directly loaded onto the hauler’s truck

f.

arrange the tires in such a way that there is enough room for a pickup truck and trailer
to park next to the tire pile
g. have the tires stored on a solid base in an all weather area, to ensure a truck and trailer
can pick up tires even when it rains, and the truck does not sink in the mud;
5. Contact a registered TSM hauler listed below and provide an accurate count on the number of
scrap tires;

Reliable Tire Recycling (Hauls all scrap tires)
P: 204-774-0725
OTR Recycling (Primary Off-The-Road Scrap Tire Hauler)
P: 204-768-3179
6. Mail or Fax your TSM Municipal Incentive Claim Form with a copy of the haulers receipt(s) for
the number of tires collected. Claim forms are available from the TSM office by calling (204)
661-3242, Toll Free (866) 724-5002, or email info@tsmb.ca.

